L INTRODUCTION
Many results, known for finite automata can be extended to automata with topological structures and continuous behavior [2] . On the other hand, problems as the questions concerning minimal topological automata involve some difficulties. A deterministic and complete topological automaton A is called topological minimal [5] , if any topological automaton, which is equivalent to A (in the usual sensé), can be mapped by a continuous automaton homomorphism onto A. In [5] it is shown, that for the subclass of topological automata with locally compact input space topological minimal automata always exist. The same is shown in [3] for the subclass of 'compactly generated ' automata. Furthermore in [3] automata are introduced, the next state function of which are only independently continuous in every component. Therefore these automata are not topological automata in the usual sensé, but the existence of topological minimal automata is proved for this class without additional assumptions [3] .
Another question concerning topological automata is a problem, which we call ' the topological black box problem ' : Suppose an arbitrary topolo-
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gical automaton A is given, but the topology of the state space is unknown. Hence, all we know, is the algebraic structure of A and the ' external ' topological structures of the input and output spaces. The question is, whether an 'interna!' topology for the state space can be constructed such, that A is again a topological automaton, i.e. such, that the ' internai ' behavior of A is continuous. If, in particular, this new topology has better compactness properties, it becomes easier to find finite approximations of the automaton. Clearly, this has some importance for practical applications.
In this paper topological automata are studied in the category of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps. Such automata are called uniform automata.
It is shown, that the problem of topological minimal automata and the topological black box problem have quite natural solutions for this class of uniform automata. The solutions, which are new uniformities for the state spaces, are characterized as minimal solutions. These uniformities have been introduced in 1973 by the author [6] , and it is now proved, that they are precompact under mild assumptions. This shows the appropriateness of these uniformities for finite approximations. Furthermore it turns out, that these uniformities and metrics are strongly related to well-known properties of classical discrete automata.
We first give some gênerai définitions, which are needed in the following expositions. The proofs are obvious, as in the case of total maps (cf. [1] ).
GENERAL DEFINITIONS
M x M') -> N x N f byD(f x ƒ') := D(f) x D(f') and(/ x f')(m,m'):= (f(m\ f '(m')) for ail (m, m') e D( ƒ x ƒ'). d) If ƒ : (M x M') ~* N
Définition 3
The set of ail non-empty subsets of a set M is denoted by P(M) := {N\N c M A N * 0}. If (M, ^jj is a uniform space, then for any entourage V e C \L M and any subset N e P(M) we define := {m\3neN:(n,m)e V}, and
{ K | F e "Ujtf } is a base of a uniformity on P(M), which we call the power uniformity of (Af, "11^) ( [1] , II, 1, Ex. 5).
On the other side, if P(M) is a uniform space, M is considered as uniform subspace of P(M) by identifying M with the set { { m } \ m e M } a P{M\ If the uniformity of P(M) is the power uniformity, then the original uniformity and the subspace uniformity of M coincide ( [1] , II, 2, Ex. 6).
COMPLETE AND DETERMINISTIC UNIFORM AUTOMATA

Définition 4
An automaton A -(Z, A, B, f,g)\s given by a state set Z, an input set A, an output set B a next state map ƒ : Z x A -* Z and an output map 
is also uniformly continuous ( [1] , II, 2.6), which implies the uniform continuity of the following composition of maps :
is uniformly equicontinuous and F : Z
, is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformity of uniform convergence on the set Y x of all maps from X into Y ([1], X, 2.1, Prop. 1).
We now prove, that diagram 2 is commutative. For all z e Z, ut e A and xelwe have :
Since the uniformity 'Vb^ of Z is the initial uniformity with respect to the map v, f is uniformly continuous.
To finish the proof, we have to show, that the output map g is uniformly continuous. 
The last proposition and theorem give a solution to the foliowing black box situation.
Given a uniform automaton A, where the (internai) uniformity of the state space Z is unknown. Construct a uniformity for Z such, that A becomes a uniform automaton.
Clearly, uniformity ^^ for Z is a solution. We give now a characterisation of this solution.
Proposition 2 : For any uniform automaton A the uniformity ^^ is the coarsest uniformity for the state space, with respect to which A is again a uniform automaton. A uniform automaton . / fc is called uniformly minimal (or shortly w-minimal), if for any uniform automaton A\ which is equivalent to A, there is an automaton homomorphism from A' onto A, which is uniformly continuous. A is called a w-minimal réduction of A', This définition is an analogon to the définition of a /-minimal topological automaton in [5] . 
QED
NONDETERMINISTIC AND INCOMPLETE UNIFORM AUTOMATA
Next state and output relation of a nondeterministic and incomplete uniform automaton are defined by a common transition relation t, whereas continuity of these two relations is required independently. We consider only states, for which at least one transition is defined. z, a, 6 , z')e/ } for all (z, a) e Z>(g). Z is considered as uniform subspace of P(Z) (cf. définition 3), Z x ^4 is the product space of Z and ^4 and Pflï) is endowed with the power uniformity.
Définition 9
The global output g N of a iVZ)-automaton is a partial function : g N : (Z x Jf) -> i> (7) Again using the notation of définition ld), we define
G:={g»:(X)^P(Y)\zeZ}.
Given a set Z x c Z, the set of input output pairs 6(ZJ : = { (x, y) | 3z G Z X : j^ e ^^(z, x) } is called the behavior of Z v The behavior of a single state z e Z is defined by 6(z) : = 6({ z }). 
To prove the uniform continuity of P, with the notation of définition 3, it suffices to show : (p x p)((K)J c (v n ). From (Af, M')e(F) n follows (M(«), M'{n))e K and M(«) <= K[M'(«)] and M'(n) <= K[M(«)]. Hence, for any ƒ G P(M) we have y(n) e M(n) <= F[M'(«)], i.e. there is an element y' e M' such, that (y(n), /(«)) G F. This implies Vj G p(M) 3^' e p(M') : (y, j;) G F n and p(M) c F"[P(M')]. In the same way we show p(M') c F n [p(M)] and obtain (p(M), P(M')) G (?;
)
(Z x X) -> P{Y) is uniformly continuous and G is uniformly equicontinuous with respect to the power uniformity
In particular, the assumptions concerning P(f) and P(g) hold for uniform ATD-automata, where Z is a uniform space and the uniformity of P(Z) is the power uniformity. (z, x) and y(0) e g(z, x(0)) = ot o (z, x) and j(« + 1) e P(g)(f in) (z, x), x(« + 1 )) = oc n+1 (z, x). Therefore we obtain y(n) e a(z, x)(n) for all n e N and 7 G (p o ot)(z, x).
The uniform equicontinuity of G follows immediately. If (Z, ^U^) is a uniform space and /:(Zxi)-> P(Z) is uniformly continuous with respect to the power uniformity on P(Z), then P(f) : (P(Z) x X) -+ P(Z) is uniformly continuous : for We^z and We c Vb P{Z) there are entourages Fe^ and K' e nL x such, that (z, z')eV and (x, x') G V' and { (z, x), (z', JC') }<=/)(ƒ) imply ( ƒ (z, x), ƒ (z', x')) G W. Hence (Z l5 Z 2 ) e V y (x, x') G V' and { (Z l9 x), (Z 2 ,x')} c= D(P(f)) imply (^(/XZ,, x), P(f)(Z 2 , x')) e W. The same argument applies to P(g). QED
Since in the case of ATD-automata, the éléments of G are partial maps, the uniformity of uniform convegence ^^ cannot be defined for the state space. Therefore we now introducé a second uniformity for Z. uniformity on Z and is denoted by "U^. Analogously, the behavior uniformity on P(Z) is the initial uniformity with respect to the map b : If 'Vbz is an arbitrary uniformity for Z, with respect to which g N is uniformly continuous, we must prove C IL Z => ^j,. Letbe(F, M^Je^. Since g N is uniformly continuous with respect to ^z, there are entourages V x e nL Zï F 2 e ^ such, that (z, z') e F 1? (x, x') e F 2 and (z, x), (z', x') e Z>(^) imply (g N (z, x), ^(z', x')) e W. By assumption of the proposition for (z, z') e V x and x G D(g^) there is an element x' such, that (x, x') e V n V 2 . This implies (g N (z, x), g N (z\ x')) e FF. Hence for any (x, y) s b(z) there is a pair (x', y') e è(z') with the property (x, x') e F and (y, y') G FF. In the same way one can show : V(x', y') e b(z') 3(x, ƒ) G b(z) : (x, x') e F A (y, y') e W. This gives the desired resuit : (z, z') e (F, FF) and V x c (F, FF). QED Proposition 6 : Let A -(Z, ^4, 5,/, g) be a (complete and deterministic) automaton and A and B uniform spaces. If G is uniformly equicontinuous, then by theorem 1 A is a uniform automaton with respect to C IL WC . By proposition 5 g N is uniformly continuous with respect to ^j,. But ^^ is the coarsest uniformity with this property and therefore coarser than ' ULj,. QED By the last proposition the uniformities ^^ and € \L h are identical for all uniform automata. This result suggests, that the behavior uniformity c Ub b is a suitable extension of the uniformity of uniform convergence HL^ to incomplete uniform automata.
Définition 11
A iV7)-automaton A = (Z, A, B, t) is called input concaténation preserving, if for any arbitrary state z e Z and inputs { x, x' } cz D(g^) also the following input x(0)x\ defined bŷ
Intuitively, this property means, that after a transition from a state z to a next state z' by an input x(0) we can switch over to the inputô (x'), if x' was defined for the state z. This property is trivially satisfied for complete automata. From (a, a') e F" follows (aie, a'x) e V' <= V 2 and formula (II) implies
By assumption of the theorem we know {a'x, x } <z D(g%,). Using formula (I), for y G g^{x) we get an element y" G g% {a'x), which satisfies :
By (a'x, /')e b(z') we obtain'{x', y') : = (ô(a'x), 8( ƒ'))6 6(Z'). Nowfor (z, z')e (F 2 , J^), (a, fl ')e F 3 and { (z, a), (z', a') } eZ)(g)it suffices to prove (éf (z, a\ g(z\ a') In the same manner for a given b' e g(z', a f ), we can find an element b 6 g(z, a) such, that (b\ b) e W is satisfied. QED
Définition 12
An incomplete automaton A is a iVZ>-automaton such, that the range of ƒ is Z and the range of g is B (considered as subsets of P(Z) and P{B), respectively).
A is a uniform incomplete automaton, if A, B and Z are uniform spaces and ƒ and g are uniformly continuous partial maps.
Similar to theorem 1 the condition in theorem 3 is also necessary, if we consider incomplete automata. We recall, that in this case again the uniformity of uniform convergence cannot be used.
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Corollary : Let A = (Z, A, B, t) be an input concaténation preserving incomplete automaton, where À and B are uniform spaces and Z is endowed with the behavior uniformity «UT hen A is a uniform incomplete automaton, if and only if G is a uniformly equicontinuous family of partial maps.
Proof : If A is a uniform incomplete automaton in the proof of proposition 4 the maps P(f ) and P(g) can be substituted by ƒ and g, respectively. Since ƒ and g are uniformly continuous by assumption, G is uniformly equicontinuous.
On the other hand, (Z, «Ul^) can be considered as a subspace of (P(Z), C IL 1) ). Therefore, if G is uniformly equicontinuous ƒ : (Z x ^4) -• Z is uniformly continuous by theorem 3 and the same holds for g : (Z x A ) -* 5. QED
PRECOMPACTNESS OF THE STATE SPACES
For practical applications, for modelling and simulation only finite models can be used. Therefore the problem of finite approximation of uniform automata has some importance. Suppose the uniformity of the state space Z of a uniform automaton A is given by a metric d. Let e be a positive real number. A finite approximation of Z of degree e can be defined as a finite subset Z x a Z, which has the property, that every state z e Z ofA has a distance smaller than s from at least one element z x of the subset Z t . The property, that approximations of arbitrary small degree 6 exist, is well-known as the property of precompactness.
Définition 13
A uniform space (Z, "Vb^ is precompact, if for any arbitrary entourage V e ^2, there is a finite subset Z x c Z having the property Z = V\Z X~\ (cf. définition 3) [4] .
In the following we assume, that the input space A and the output space B are precompact uniform spaces. This is a natural assumption, since in many practical cases A and B are compact real intervais. The preceeding proposition holds under a stronger condition for the uniformity «U^. The following proposition is an application of the theorem of Ascoli to automata theory.
Proposition 8 : The state space Z of an automaton A = (Z, A, B, ƒ, g ) is precompact with respect to the uniformity of uniform convergence "U^, if the family of maps G = {g^ : X -» 7 | z e Z } is uniformly equicontinuous. The condition is also necessary, if all the maps of G are uniformly continuous.
In particular, the state spaces of all uniform automata are precompact with respect to the uniformity C \L UC .
Proof : Since The results given in this exposition suggest, that a gênerai approximation theory of sequential Systems can be developed.
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